In What We Owe to Each Other 1 T. M. Scanlon considers and rejects Taurek's principle. According to Scanlon, it ' would be reasonable to reject a principle for deciding what to do in these cases [of one versus two] that did not give positive [and equal] weight to each person's life ' (233) . He maintains that Taurek's principle should be rejected on these grounds and that we should instead adopt a principle that directs us to save the greater number in cases of one versus two. Drawing heavily on an argument of Frances Kamm's (1993: 101, 114-19) , 2 Scanlon argues that either member of the larger group might complain that [Taurek's] principle did not take account of the value of saving his life, since it permits the agent to decide what to do in the very same way that it would have permitted had he not been present at all, and there was only one person in each group. … This is unacceptable, the person might argue, since his life should be given the same moral significance as anyone else's in this situation. … Any nonrejectable principle must direct an agent to recognize a positive reason for saving each person. Since a second reason of this kind can balance the first -turning a situation in which one must save one [life when it's the only life at stake] into one in which it is permissible to save either of two people [when two lives are at stake and one cannot save both] -the reason presented by the needs of a second person in one of these two groups must at least have the power to break this tie [and justify a duty to save the two rather than the one].
One breaks the tie, according to Scanlon, by adding the claim of the second person in the group of two to that of the other person in this group.
It is, according to Scanlon, a virtue of the above argument for saving the greater number that it does not appeal to 'reasons corresponding to the claims of groups of individuals' (231). Rather, the 'principle just defended directs an agent, under the specified conditions, to choose the course of action that yields the greater benefit, but the argument for this principle considered only objections that could be raised from the standpoints of the individuals involved ' (234; cf. Kamm 1993: 101) . This 'restriction to the claims of individuals' is 'one of the most appealing features' of his contractualist moral theory, which 'enables it to provide a clear alternative to utilitarianism and other forms of consequentialism ' (241, 229) .
In §1 of this paper I will argue that Taurek's principle is not vulnerable to the Kamm-Scanlon objection. In §2 I will argue that the Kamm-Scanlon argument for saving the greater number indeed depends, contrary to what Scanlon says, upon an appeal to the claim of a group of individuals to be saved.
In order to make these arguments, it will be useful to represent the Kamm-Scanlon argument a bit more formally. In the case in which we can save either one person's life or two other people's lives, let us call the one person A and the other two B and C. The Kamm-Scanlon argument for saving the greater number can be represented as follows: 4 First A's claim to be saved is compared with B's claim. They are equally weighty. Then A's claim is compared with C's claim. Again they are equally weighty. Since things are evenly balanced in both cases, he reflects this equal balance by giving each person the same chance of being saved. He does so by flipping a coin, thereby giving each of A, B and C a 50% chance of being saved. Under this method of pairwise comparison, C's claim was balanced against A's in just the same manner that B's was balanced against A's. It was given just as much weight as B's claim and just as much weight as A's claim. Admittedly a proponent of Taurek's principle would have endorsed the same result (of flipping a coin) if C had not been present and it had been only A versus B. But it does not follow that C's claim was given no weight, since it was given its full weight in just the same manner that each of A's and B's claims were given full weight. The weight of C's claim is reflected by the fact that he is accorded the same 50% chance of being saved as A and B.
2. I will now argue that the Kamm-Scanlon argument rests upon an appeal to the claim of a group of individuals. More precisely, it rests upon an appeal to the claim that one should save the greater number because the claim of a group of individuals to be saved outweighs the conflicting claim of a single individual to be saved. As a preliminary matter I should note that I will not argue, nor do I believe, that their argument rests upon any appeal to the consequentialist principle that one should save the greater number because it would be better if the greater number were saved, where betterness is a matter of an increase in the sum total of the good. One can appeal to the claim of a group to be saved without also invoking this consequentialist principle. The Kamm-Scanlon argument for saving the greater number considers C's claim in combination with B's claim so that they together tip the balance in favour of saving B and C. As a means of making this point vivid, we can suppose that Kamm-Scanlon and the pairwise comparer each employ balancing scales. The pairwise comparer places A on the left-hand scale and B on the right-hand scale. Then the pairwise comparer removes B from the right-hand scale and places C on the right-hand scale (while leaving A on the left-hand scale). In both cases, the scales are evenly balanced. Kamm-Scanlon also place A on the left-hand scale and B on the right-hand scale, at which point the scales balance evenly. Then they tip the scales to the right by placing C on the right-hand scale alongside B.
It follows from this method of tipping the balance that the KammScanlon argument appeals to 'reasons corresponding to the claims of groups of individuals'. This follows straightforwardly given the following natural interpretation of 'the claims of groups of individuals': a claim is that of a group of individuals when it is the claim of individuals considered together or in combination rather than one by one. I concede that the Kamm-Scanlon argument does not ever explicitly purport to advance the following claim: 'One should save B and C because their claim to be saved, when considered as the combination of B's claim and C's claim, outweighs A's claim to be saved.' If it did, then it would manifestly involve an appeal to the claim of a group of individuals to be saved. The appeal to the claim of a group in the Kamm-Scanlon argument is rendered nonmanifest by virtue of the fact that the argument seems to appeal to nothing more than C's claim to be saved, which appears by itself to justify saving the greater number. But this appearance, as I have shown above, is an illusion: C tips the balance in favour of saving B and C only when C's claim is combined with B's claim. The difference between the manifest appeal to the claim of a group and the unmanifest appeal is the difference between the following two claims: (a) save B and C rather than A because they together tip the balance in favour of saving B and C and (b) save B and C rather than A because C tips the balance in favour of saving B and C when C's claim is combined with B's claim. But to assert (b) is to assert that C has a claim to be saved by virtue of an appeal to the difference that B and C make when considered together or in combination rather than one by one. But this is just to appeal to the claim of a group of individuals.
Perhaps Scanlon would want to resist my interpretation of his phrase 'the claims of groups of individuals'. But whether or not my interpretation captures what he meant by this phrase, it picks out a type of interpersonal aggregation of claims that Scanlon relies upon in making his argument for the saving of the greater number. Such reliance upon this type of aggregation renders obscure his claim that 'the rightness of actions depends only on the rejectability of principles from various individual standpoints' (241). He is trying to have his cake and eat it too.
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